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ABSTRACT

OSIRIS is a near-infrared (1.0–2.4 µm) integral field spectrograph operating behind the adaptive optics system at Keck Obser-
vatory, and is one of the first lenslet-based integral field spectrographs. Since its commissioning in 2005, it has been a productive
instrument, producing nearly half the laser guide star adaptive optics (LGS AO) papers on Keck. The complexity of its raw data
format necessitated a custom data reduction pipeline (DRP) delivered with the instrument in order to iteratively assign flux in
overlapping spectra to the proper spatial and spectral locations in a data cube. Other than bug fixes and updates required for
hardware upgrades, the bulk of the DRP has not been updated since initial instrument commissioning. We report on the first
major comprehensive characterization of the DRP using on-sky and calibration data. We also detail improvements to the DRP
including characterization of the flux assignment algorithm; exploration of spatial rippling in the reduced data cubes; and im-
provements to several calibration files, including the rectification matrix, the bad pixel mask, and the wavelength solution. We
present lessons learned from over a decade of OSIRIS data reduction that are relevant to the next generation of integral field
spectrograph hardware and data reduction software design.

Keywords: instrumentation: adaptive optics — instrumentation: spectrographs — methods: data analysis —
techniques: imaging spectroscopy
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Figure 1. An OSIRIS observation of the Galactic center at the 35
mas plate-scale in the Kn3 filter. The NIR emission from the super-
massive black hole, Sgr A*, is labeled with a white dot. The data
are taken at a position angle of 175 degrees. The observations take
advantage of the Keck LGS AO system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The OSIRIS (OH Suppressing InfraRed Imaging Spectro-
graph; Larkin et al. 2006) instrument behind the Adaptive
Optics (AO) system at the W. M. Keck Observatory has
proven to be an important tool for extragalactic, Galactic,
and solar system observational astrophysics. OSIRIS has
produced nearly one-half of the laser guide star (LGS) AO
publications from Keck since its commissioning in 2005, in-
cluding the majority of the extragalactic LGS papers. Results
from OSIRIS observations span fields from planetary science
(e.g. Laver & de Pater 2009; Laver et al. 2009; Brown &
Hand 2013), some of the first spectroscopic characterization
of extrasolar planets, (e.g. Bowler et al. 2010; Barman et al.
2011; Konopacky et al. 2013), studies of crowded fields such
as the center of the Milky Way galaxy (e.g. Do et al. 2013; Lu
et al. 2013; Yelda et al. 2014; Lockhart et al. 2018), measure-
ment of the masses of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) in
nearby galaxies (e.g. McConnell et al. 2011; Medling et al.
2011; Walsh et al. 2012), and studies of high redshift (1 < z
< 3) galaxies (e.g. Wright et al. 2007; Stark et al. 2008; Law
et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2010). A sample observation is shown

Figure 2. Optical configuration of the OSIRIS spectrograph, from
the instrument manual, available from the DRP Github page.a

a https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/OsirisDRP

in figure 1, demonstrating OSIRIS’s near diffraction-limited
spatial resolution.

OSIRIS is an innovator among near-infrared (NIR, 1.0–
2.4 µm) integral field spectrographs (IFS) due to its unique
use of a lenslet array to split the field into spatial pixels
(spaxels) while preserving the high Strehl ratio point spread
function (PSF) of the Keck AO system (figure 2). The new
planet finding spectrographs (e.g., Gemini Planet Imager,
SPHERE) have a similar configuration but with a very dif-
ferent output data format. IFSs are also being planned for the
next-generation extremely large telescopes (e.g. Larkin et al.
2016; Sharp et al. 2016; Thatte et al. 2016; Walth et al. 2016)
and forethought in the data reduction pipeline and necessary
calibrations is essential for their success.

The OSIRIS IFS was designed to have very stable spec-
tra that fall at the same position on the detector, using a sin-
gle, fixed grating and no moving components after the lenslet
array. In order to maximize the field of view, the spectra
from adjacent spaxels are only separated by 2 pixels (see
figure 3). In the current configuration, the full-width half-
maximum (FWHM) of individual spectra perpendicular to
the dispersion direction range from roughly 1.3 to 1.7 pix-
els (Boehle et al. 2016b) and thus overlap each other in their
wings (though the FWHM was larger and the spectra have
overlapped more in previous instrument hardware configura-
tions, as discussed further throughout this work). However,
the stable format enables the use of a deconvolution process
in the OSIRIS data reduction pipeline (DRP) to separate the
interleaved spectra in the input 2D detector format and to as-
sign flux to each spaxel at every wavelength in the output
data cube (dimensions x, y, lambda). The DRP is essential
for both real-time processing at the telescope and for post-
processing of all data.

1.1. The OSIRIS data reduction pipeline
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Figure 3. The OSIRIS spectra are closely packed on the detector.
Top: Unreduced 2D detector Kbb/35 sky frame. The wavelength di-
rection increases to the left; the bright bands at the left are the rising
thermal background in the red. Bottom: Zoom in of the panel above.
Individual gray rows, alternating with the fainter background, rep-
resent the thermal continuum in individual sky spaxels. Bright spots
are OH sky lines. Neighboring spectra are staggered by 32 detector
columns, which translates to a stagger of 32 spectral channels in the
reduced cube.

The complexity of the raw data output from the instrument
necessitated a well-developed data reduction pipeline from
delivery (Krabbe et al. 2002; Lyke et al. 2017), the first for
an instrument on Keck. The DRP, written primarily in IDL
with computationally intensive processes passed into C, is
modularized, such that individual modules of the reduction
can be turned on or off as needed at runtime. Typical reduc-
tion modules, such as dark subtraction, cosmic ray removal,
and telluric correction, are available. Also included is an im-
plementation of the scaled sky subtraction algorithm detailed
by Davies (2007).

The unique part of the DRP is the spatial rectification mod-
ule (spatrectif), which separates the overlapping spectra
in the 2D frame and places flux into corresponding spaxels
in the output data cube. The OSIRIS spectral format allo-
cates only 2 pixels between neighboring spectra, and there is
a stagger in wavelength of about 32 pixels between lenslet
neighbors. While the PSF of each lenslet in the spatial direc-
tion, perpendicular to the dispersion direction, is currently
below 2 pixels in FWHM, this has not always been true, and
in all cases some blending occurs which must be extracted
with the deconvolution. The spatial rectification module uses
empirically determined rectification matrices (§ 2.4) to map

the correspondence between pixels in the 2D frame and spax-
els in the data cube. Using the rectification matrices as an
initial estimate of the correspondence between pixels in the
2D detector and spaxels in the data cube, the Gauss-Seidel
method is used to iteratively assign flux from the cleaned 2D
image into individual spaxels. The algorithm is further de-
scribed by Krabbe et al. (2004) and in the instrument man-
ual1. In addition to mapping the lenslet responses, the rec-
tification matrices also serve as flat fields to determine the
detector pixel response.

To run the pipeline, the user designates which modules
will be used, along with setting any module-specific options
or keywords, in an XML file. This XML file is saved to a
queue folder that is regularly checked by the DRP. The DRP
then processes any new XML files and saves the output as
requested.

1.2. Hardware upgrades

OSIRIS has been operational on Keck for over a decade.
Over the course of that that time, it has been subject to repairs
and upgrades which are summarized in figure 4. Two major
hardware upgrades have occurred in recent years.

In December 2012, the dispersion grating was upgraded
(Mieda et al. 2014), increasing the grating efficiency and flux
on uncleaned raw 2D detector frames by a nearly a factor
of 2. At the same time, OSIRIS was moved from Keck-II
to Keck-I, to take advantage of Keck-I’s new LGS AO sys-
tem. At this time, the DRP was updated to include an updated
wavelength solution, to account for the different image orien-
tation, to update the world coordinate system (WCS), and to
account for differential dispersion between the Keck-II and
Keck-I AO system dichroics.

In January 2016, the detector behind the spectrograph por-
tion of OSIRIS was upgraded from a Hawaii-2 detector to a
Hawaii-2RG detector (Boehle et al. 2016b). The new detec-
tor shows a lower dark current and improved throughput by
up to a factor of 2 in raw 2D detector frames, due to a com-
bination of an improved quantum efficiency and a reduction
in noise sources such as crosstalk between readout channels
(Boehle et al. 2016b). The DRP was updated with a new
wavelength solution, revised locations of the spectra on the
2D frames, and the removal of glitch modules only needed
for the old Hawaii-2 detector.

1.3. Motivation

Beginning around the same time of the OSIRIS move to
Keck-I and the grating upgrade in 2012, observers began to
notice irregularities in their reduced data cubes: the presence
of unphysically large positive and negative spikes at a few
wavelength channels in a small number of spaxels in reduced

1 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/OsirisDRP/blob/master/OSIRIS_Manual_v4.2.pdf
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Figure 4. Timeline of OSIRIS hardware changes and upgrades since first light.

data, poor performance by the cosmic ray module in success-
fully identifying and removing cosmic rays, and offsets in the
wavelength solution. In addition, observers noticed that re-
duced science data of QSO observations incorrectly showed
dark spaxels near the central bright compact source. Simi-
larly, observations of bright narrow emission lines incorrectly
showed absorption or negative flux at the wings of the narrow
emission line. Finally, single channel maps of OH sky lines
or other evenly illuminated sources were no longer flat, but
instead displayed a rippling pattern unrelated to incident illu-
mination. These issues led to an effort to better characterize
the behavior of the DRP and to improve the quality of the
reduced data.

Since initial delivery, the DRP has historically been main-
tained by Keck Observatory staff, with coding and testing
performed by volunteered time from a few instrument team
members. Upgrades to the software have primarily occurred
after hardware upgrades that necessitated changes to the
wavelength calibration, for instance. However, the scope of
the necessary DRP characterization to resolve these issue was
beyond the scope of usual DRP maintenance. The OSIRIS
Pipeline Working Group was formed and undertook the first
major comprehensive characterization of the DRP using cali-
bration and on-sky data. We detail our efforts in the following
report.

We outline the data we used for this work in § 2, artifacts
from the flux assignment algorithm in § 3, and spatial rip-
pling in § 4. We describe improvements to the following cal-
ibration files in three sections: the rectification matrices (§ 5),
the bad pixel mask (§ 6), and the wavelength solution (§ 7).
Many of the issues and improvements we outline here are rel-
evant to the future generation of IFSs on the next generation
of telescopes; we outline our recommendations in § 8.

The DRP is open-source and is hosted on Github2 as of
May 2016. Releases are made as needed, or roughly once
per year. This work uses release v.4.0.0, and many of the
improvements detailed here are included in v.4.1.0.

2. DATA

Throughout this paper, we will use several on-sky science
and engineering data sets to investigate the OSIRIS spectral
extraction routine and performance. These data sets are de-
scribed below and summarized in Table 1.

2.1. Example Science Data Sets

Bright quasars and their host galaxies are a particularly
useful data set for testing the DRP as they contain an ex-
tremely compact (<2 spaxels), bright point-like quasar with
both continuum and strong emission lines, and underlying
faint galaxy emission. A clean spectral extraction and high
quality AO performance is needed for these data sets, since
the science objective is to resolve the host galaxies of high-
redshift (z>1) quasars, which typically span <1” (Vayner
et al. 2016).

On 2014 May 19 and 2015 August 9 OSIRIS observations
were taken of the quasars 3C 298 (z=1.439; R=16.0 mag;
H=14.5 mag) and 3C 9 (z=2.012; R=17.4 mag; H=15.6 mag)
using the 100mas plate scale with the Hn3 (λcen=1.64 µm)
and Kn1 (λcen=2.01 µm) filters, respectively. The LGS AO
system was used for both. For 3C 298 there were a total of
four dithered 600 second frames, while for 3C 9, there were
a total of seven dithered 600 second frames. Separate sky
frames were acquired during both observations.

Initial data reduction in 2014 indicated potential issues
with the DRP. The combination of the bright continuum
source with strong emission lines made identification of spa-

2 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/OsirisDRP
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Table 1. Keck OSIRIS Observations

Observation Date Exposure Filter Plate
Type Time Scale)

(UT) (s) (mas)

arc 2012 Jun 15 60 Hbb 20
arca 2013 Apr 11 60 Kbb 50
arca 2015 Apr 06 10 Kbb 50
arc 2015 Dec 17 32 Kbb 35
arc 2015 Dec 17 16 Kbb 50
arc 2015 Dec 17 4 Kbb 100
arc 2016 Mar 18 60 Jbb 50
arca 2016 Sep 02 30 Kbb 20
arca 2016 Sep 02 30 Kbb 35
arca 2016 Sep 02 30 Kbb 50
arca 2016 Sep 02 1.5 Kbb 100
QSO 2014 May 19 4x600 Hn3 100
QSO 2015 Aug 09 7x600 Kn1 100
sky 2012 Jun 09 900 Kn3 20
sky 2012 Jun 09 900 Kn3 35
sky 2013 May 14 900 Kn3 35
sky 2013 May 14 900 Kn3 50
sky 2013 May 11 900 Kbb 35
sky 2014 May 17 900 Kbb 50
sky 2015 Jul 19 100 Kn3 100
sky 2015 Jul 22 900 Hbb 50
sky 2016 Mar 21 600 Jbb 50
sky 2016 Mar 21 600 Hbb 50
sky 2016 Apr 18 900 Jn2 35
sky 2016 May 14 900 Kbb 35
sky 2016 Jul 11 900 Kbb 35
skya 2016 Sep 02 600 Kbb 35
skya 2016 Sep 02 600 Kbb 50
skya 2016 Sep 02 600 Kbb 100
white lighta 2015 Sep 04 8b Kbb 50

aSingle column of lenslets illuminated
bNote that the exposure time for individual white light scans

varies based on mode; the exposure time given is used for
the given mode only.

tial and spectral flux assignment artifacts easy. We further
describe the QSO DRP results in Section 3.1.

2.2. Skies

NIR sky spectra are useful for testing DRP effects on emis-
sion line spectra due to the abundance of narrow OH sky
lines. In addition to the OH emission lines, the sky spec-
trum exhibits a thermal background continuum, increasing
in the K-band. Sky observations are frequently taken during
the normal course of observing; however, several dedicated
"deep skies" were taken in order to maximize the signal-to-
noise.
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Figure 5. Example single white light scan, used in the creation of a
rectification matrix along with the rest of the set of white light scans.
In this single scan, only one column of lenslets is illuminated, which
produces well-separated traces. The x direction corresponds to the
dispersion direction.

2.3. Arc lamps

Calibration frames using Ar, Kr, and Xe arc lamps were
obtained. Emission lines were identified using a NIR line
list3. Arc lamp spectra are useful as a calibration source
due to their high S/N emission lines, narrow line widths, and
well-constrained wavelengths.

Arc lamp spectra were obtained in two ways: first, with
the entire lenslet array illuminated, as for most science ex-
posures. In addition, arc lamp spectra were observed using a
single lenslet column mask. This mask consists of a slit wide
enough to illuminate only one column of lenslets, which cor-
responds to one illuminated column of spaxels in the reduced
data cube. On the detector, this produces spectra that are
well-separated (i.e. separated by many times the FWHM of
each spectrum) and thus flux on the detector can be assigned
unambiguously to a single spaxel. The resulting data cube is
expected to contain a single column of spaxels with full arc
spectra, while the unilluminated lenslets correspond to dark
spaxels with no spectra.

2.4. Rectification Matrices

Flux on the detector is assigned to a spaxel in the data
cube using an empirically determined matrix, the rectifica-
tion matrix, of lenslet response curves. White light expo-
sures are taken through the single lenslet column mask. The
mask is stepped across the lenslet array, illuminating one col-
umn of lenslets at a time. The resulting frames display well-

3 http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/nirspec/lines.html
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separated white light bands with no emission lines (see fig-
ure 5 for a single example scan).

As the illumination source is uniform, the resulting flux
on the detector is a function of lenslet response and pixel
response only. These response curves are measured and en-
coded in the resulting rectification matrix.

OSIRIS allows the selection of one of four spatial sam-
plings, from 0.′′02 to 0.′′1 per spaxel, in combination with
one of 23 available filters, though not all filters are designed
to work with all modes. This results in up to 88 modes that
each require a separate set of white light exposures and a rec-
tification matrix.

The rectification matrix file contains three extensions. The
first extension is the y position (lower and upper bounds) of
each spectrum on the detector, numbered in descending order
from the top of the detector. The second extension is a qual-
ity flag. The spectra from some edge spaxels do not fall com-
pletely on the detector and thus are excluded from the final
data cube; these are marked with a 0 in this extension. The
third extension is the three-dimensional matrix containing the
lenslet response curves. The first dimension is the width of
the detector along the dispersion direction (2048 pixels), the
second is the extent of the vertical response of each lenslet on
the detector (16 pixels), and the third is the spectrum num-
ber (dependent on the mode selected). The lenslet response
curves for the spectra flagged in the second extension are set
to zero here.

3. FLUX ASSIGNMENT ARTIFACTS

The Spectral Extraction DRP module (spatrectif)
works to model the spectral PSF from each lenslet (which
has a one-to-one correspondence with a single spaxel in the
reduced data cube) using the average 1D PSF in the spatial
direction, as further described in Section 1.1. The current
spectral extraction routine does not model the 2D structure
of the PSF, which means that any asymmetries in the PSF
will not be accounted for in the wavelength direction. Prob-
lems with the flux assignment algorithm were first noted
beginning in December 2012, after OSIRIS moved to Keck-I
and the new grating was installed. These issues manifested
in reduced data cubes in both the spatial direction, with ar-
tifacts affecting the total flux in neighboring spaxels, and in
the spectral direction, with artifacts appearing over a limited
wavelength range in neighboring spaxels. In this section we
describe the symptoms and problems seen with flux assign-
ment artifacts with on-sky data sets and engineering data,
and then follow with discussion on potential causes of the
problem and future solutions.

3.1. Spatial flux assignment artifacts from pupil
misalignment

Spatial flux assignment artifacts are seen in QSO data
taken in 2014 and 2015. The cause of these spatial artifacts is

differences between the PSF of on-sky data and of the white
light scans used to create the rectification matrices. This ef-
fect is apparent almost exclusively at the 100 mas plate scale.
These differences are ultimately caused by misalignment be-
tween the on-sky pupil and that of the calibration unit, which
feeds the Keck AO system and instruments with arc lamp
and white light sources and which includes a simulated Keck
pupil. Deviations between this calibration unit pupil and the
on-sky pupil directly affect the shape of the PSF and the loca-
tion of spectra on the detector. Data taken using the 100 mas
plate scale show a small shift or translation between white
light calibration spectra on the detector and that of on-sky
science spectra. In addition, the PSF width of the white light
calibration data is different from that of on-sky science data.
We detail the investigation into the spatial flux assignment
artifacts below. The on-sky data and the white light misalign-
ment is still an ongoing issue and is not only limited to 2014
and 2015. We further discuss issues with the pupil in the 100
mas scale which may be the main cause of this misalignment.

The spatial flux assignment artifacts are evident in QSO
data taken between 2014 and 2015 using the 100 mas plate
scale (§ 2.1). The quasar, unresolved at this resolution, ap-
pears as a point source convolved by the spatial PSF in data
cubes collapsed in the wavelength direction. The quasar
spectra should be dominated by broad-line Hα emission, rep-
resented by a broad Gaussian profile (σ ∼3000 km s−1). In-
stead, in some individual spaxels, the broad-line Hα emission
has large discrepant dips. Other spaxels show other features
that do not arise from the intrinsic science spectra. See fig-
ure 6 for an example using the 3C 298 reduced data cube
(Hn3/100 mas). This 2014 data set signaled that there were
major issues with the spectral extraction routine and flux as-
signment.

We investigate this effect by comparing the quasar contin-
uum emission location on the 2D frame to that of the white
light scan for the same lenslet. A Gaussian profile is fit to
both the quasar continuum spectrum on the 2D frame and to
the matched white light scan in the spatial direction, perpen-
dicular to the dispersion direction. In the 2015 data set for
quasar 3C 9 (Kn1/100 mas), the peak of the quasar contin-
uum emission is translated by 0.53 pixels in the spatial di-
rection from the white light scan at a given wavelength. In
addition, the profile fitted to the white light scan is broader
by ∼0.2 pixels compared to the on-sky profile. A shift is ap-
plied to the quasar data to align it with the position of the
white light scans, and the quasar data are convolved with a
Gaussian in the spatial direction to match the width of the
white light scans. We show the results of this process in Fig-
ure 7.

It is important to note that these spatial flux assignment
artifacts seen in these tests with the QSO data are present
almost exclusively in the 100 mas plate scale, where the on-
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Figure 6. Example of spatial flux assignment artifacts for quasar 3C 298. Left: The data cube is collapsed in the wavelength direction to show
spatial structure. The spatial distribution of quasar flux should show a smooth, nearly Gaussian PSF. Example spaxels A and B are marked.
Top right: Spaxel A shows the expected spectrum with characteristic broad-line Hα emission. Bottom right: The spectrum in spaxel B shows a
large unphysical dip at 1605 nm, at the wavelength of the expected broad-line Hα emission. This spaxel should be virtually identical to spaxel
A and differ only by total integrated intensity. (Note that other spaxels in the central region, such as those with unusually low flux, also exhibit
unusual spectra; spaxel B is chosen as a representative example.)

sky pupil is slightly different than that of the calibration unit.
OSIRIS’s four spatial scales (0.′′02, 0.′′035, 0.′′05, and 0.′′1)
are achieved by swapping in matched pairs of lenses that
magnify the images onto the lenslet array, and have an ef-
fective pupil size matched to each beam size. This leads to
differences in sensitivities and backgrounds for each of the
four spatial scales and makes it less likely that spatial flux
assignment artifacts will be observed in the other scales.

Indeed, tests conducted comparing single lenslet column
sky frames in both the 50 and 100 mas plate scales with
matched white light scans show this discrepancy between on-
sky data and calibration data. A Gaussian profile is fit at each
illuminated spaxel in the reduced single lenslet column sky
cubes and the matching reduced white light scan cubes, per-
pendicular to the illuminated lenslet column. The centroid
and FWHM of the profile at each spaxel is compared between
the sky and the white light scans. On average, the centroid
positions differ by 0.03 spaxels in the 50 mas data and 0.14
spaxels in the 100 mas data. For the 50 mas data, the average
FWHM difference between the sky and white light scans is
0.01 spaxels, while the average difference for the 100 mas
data is 0.30 spaxels.

The cause of this mismatch is the differing pupil masks
used for different plate scales. Each of the three fine scales
(0.′′02, 0.′′035, 0.′′05) have cold pupil stops mounted within
the camera wheel, while the coarse scale (0.′′1) has a fixed

cold stop permanently mounted in the optical path4. This has
the unfortunate effect that the 0.′′1 pupil must be oversized
to ensure that when using other spatial scales their beams do
not vignette. This was a known issue at the time of delivery,
but will cause minor mismatch between the calibration and
on-sky PSFs and higher thermal noise. Indeed the 100 mas
reductions were cleaner and did not have these flux assign-
ment artifact issues before 2012 when OSIRIS was on Keck-
2 with the old grating. To date, we believe that the pupil
change between Keck-2 and Keck-1 calibration unit may be
a significant cause of the problem.

3.2. Spectral flux assignment artifacts from PSF asymmetry

Spectral flux assignment artifacts are seen in bright emis-
sion line data, such as arc lamp calibrations or sky frames.
These artifacts are caused by the discrepancy between the
real 2D PSF of a source on the detector and the smoothed

4 In 2006, the 0.′′035 and 0.′′05 scale pupil masks were redesigned, fab-
ricated, and installed to match the mean aperture size of Keck (10.0 m) to
lower the thermal background. These new pupil masks reduced the thermal
background by ∼65% with respect to the original pupil masks. In March
2008, we conducted a servicing mission for OSIRIS to install duplicate K
broadband (Kbb) and narrowband (Kn3, Kn4, Kn5) filters in the filter wheel
with new smaller pupil masks attached (9 m, effective). These K-band filters
with their pupil masks are optimized to only work with the 0.′′1 lenslet scale,
and are referred to as Kcb, Kc3, Kc4, and Kc5 within the software, where
“c” stands for “coarse.”
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Figure 7. Shifting and convolving the 3c 9 quasar data before reducing corrects the spatial flux assignment artifacts. Top panels: The original
data cube, collapsed in the wavelength direction (left) shows discrepant low-flux spaxels, such as spaxel A, while individual spectra (right)
show unphysical features. Bottom panels: Quasar 3c 9 data, after shifting and convolving the raw data to match the white light calibration data
and rereducing. The bottom left panel shows the data cube collapsed in the wavelength direction. The expected smooth spatial profile is now
seen. The bottom right panel shows the spectrum from spaxel A after applying the corrections, with the expected broad-line Hα spectrum.

PSF assumed during the construction of the rectification ma-
trix. The smoothed PSF effectively averages the real 2D PSF
of every pixel into a one-dimensional line spread function
(LSF) perpendicular to the spectral dispersion direction. For
example, the 2D PSF of a bright source on the detector, such
as an emission line, exhibits some asymmetries due to im-
perfections in the optical system. For the OSIRIS optical
system, the real 2D PSF has a coma, or is flared, towards
the left. However, the rectification matrix is constructed us-
ing white light scans to estimate the LSF perpendicular to
the dispersion direction. It then uses this LSF estimate to as-
sign flux iteratively from the detector into the correct spaxel,
which effectively smooths or averages the PSF at each spec-

tral channel. In effect, the white light LSF is narrower than
the real PSF across the flared side and wider across the non-
flared side. The width difference between the LSF and the 2D
PSF introduces an error into the flux assignment algorithm
and produces the flux assignment artifacts. We demonstrate
this issue below.

Issues with the flux assignment algorithm in the spectral
direction are most evident in the presence of a bright emis-
sion line. The flux assignment artifacts manifest as increased
systematic error in neighboring spaxels, shifted by 32 spec-
tral channels away from the line. Figure 8 shows an example
using a single-column arc lamp spectrum.
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Figure 8. Example of flux assignment artifacts in a September 2016
single-column arc lamp spectrum (Kbb/35 mas). Flux is conserved
in the correct spaxel, but flux assignment artifacts are visible at ±32
spectral channels in adjacent spaxels. Top panel: Spectral channel
map at 2.191 µm, the peak of a bright Kr emission line. Only one
column of lenslets is illuminated. The green boxes mark the two
dark spaxels whose spectra are shown at bottom, while the red box
marks the shown illuminated spaxel. Bottom panels: Segment of
a spectrum in the three adjacent spaxels indicated in the channel
map. Second panel: Dark spaxel adjacent to an illuminated spaxel.
This spaxel should show no flux, but negative artifacts are visible.
The artifacts are offset by -32 spectral channels from the emission
line in the middle panel. Third panel: Illuminated spaxel. Bottom:
Dark spaxel adjacent to an illuminated spaxel. This spaxel should
not show flux, but positive and negative artifacts are visible. The
blue artifacts are at the same spectral channel as the emission line in
the middle panel, while the red artifacts are offset by +32 spectral
channels.

The 32 channel shift is due to the stagger in wavelength
between neighboring spaxels; when the spectra from the 2D
frame are assembled into the data cube and the wavelength
calibration is applied, this translates into a shift of 32 spec-
tral channels in neighboring spaxels. The flux assignment ar-
tifacts are thus more easily pictured without this wavelength
calibration applied. Figure 9 shows an example using a seg-
ment of a single-column arc, centered on a bright emission
line. Positive and negative artifacts are evident both above

Figure 9. Example of flux assignment artifacts, shown after the
raw flux has been assigned to a single spaxel but before wavelength
calibration or assembly into a cube. Note that as the wavelength
calibration is not yet applied, the wavelength direction is opposite
from the usual sense, and increases towards the left. A section of a
September 2016 reduced Kbb/50 mas single-column arc lamp frame
centered on a bright emission line is shown. Each row corresponds
to an individual spaxel, while each column corresponds to a spectral
channel. The wavelength solution has not yet been applied so there
is not a one-to-one correspondence between channel number and
wavelength. Neighboring spaxels are shifted by 32 spectral chan-
nels with respect to each other. In this example, all flux should fall
in spaxel 693. Residual flux above and below the bright emission
line at roughly channel 990 is evidence of flux assignment artifacts.
The shape of the artifacts reflects the shape of the 2D PSF.

and below the emission line in the illuminated spaxel. These
are the cause of the artifacts in the dark spaxels seen in fig-
ure 8.

The positive and negative artifacts around the bright emis-
sion line show a clear asymmetry—positive artifacts are pref-
erentially seen redward of the emission line peak while neg-
ative artifacts appear blueward of the line peak. This artifact
shape corresponds with the PSF of lines on the 2D frame.
Figure 10 shows the supersampled PSF of a bright arc lamp
emission line, which was constructed by stacking the raw im-
ages of this line in all spaxels in a single 2D frame and su-
persampling it by a factor of 100. Note that as there is some
variation in the 2D PSF FWHM as a function of lenslet and
wavelength (Boehle et al. 2016b), a more robust determina-
tion of the PSF shape would come from stacking multiple
matched images of a given emission line in the same lenslet
to remove these effects. However, given the limitations of
available calibration data, this analysis is left for future work.
The PSF, shown in figure 10 and effectively averaged over
the detector, is asymmetric and flared towards the left, likely
reflecting a coma from the instrument optics. The correspon-
dence between the flux assignment artifacts and the average
PSF reflects that the cause of the artifacts is the asymmetry
of the PSF.
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Figure 10. PSF on the detector, supersampled by a factor of 100.
Gray lines represent the detector pixel boundaries, for scale.

From testing, it appears that flux is conserved in individual
spaxels in the presence of spectral flux assignment artifacts.
Three tests were conducted using single-lenslet column arc
lamp data from 2015 and 2016. In all tests, a circular aperture
is placed on a bright emission line in the 2D detector frame,
before flux assignment. The spatial rectification module is
run, but the DRP is stopped before the wavelength solution
is applied, creating output similar to figure 9. A rectangular
aperture is placed on just the illuminated lenslet (e.g. spaxel
693 in the example in figure 9) to remove the effect of the
artifacts. The enclosed flux is compared before and after the
flux assignment. In all tests, the enclosed flux after the flux
assignment matches within 3σ, and in two of the three tests,
the flux matches at the 1σ level. As these tests show that
roughly the same amount of flux appears in the integrated
emission line in the final data cube, the positive and negative
artifacts must effectively cancel each other out.

However, this issue does induce extra error due to artifacts
from both emission lines in the science data and from OH
sky lines. In addition, the level of the artifacts, and the in-
duced error, has changed with time. We create a metric to
measure the level of the flux assignment artifacts with time.
We measure the absolute value of the peak of the flux as-
signment artifacts resulting from a bright emission line as a
percentage of the peak of the line itself. As the artifacts can
be asymmetric, we measure the artifacts separately in the two
neighboring spaxels. We calculate this metric separately for
both arc lamp and sky spectra. As the sky spectra are gener-
ally much lower in S/N than the arc lamps, we calculate the
metric on a median spectrum of a column of spaxels in the
sky cube. For the arc lamps, the metric is calculated sepa-
rately on each individual spaxel. We report the mean values

and their standard deviations from our investigation for each
observation type and time period in table 2.

Prior to December 2012, the artifacts were much smaller
but this issue became more prominent after the grating up-
grade. Results from the analysis detailed in this section were
taken into account during the most recent hardware upgrade,
the detector replacement in 2016. To mitigate both the spec-
tral flux assignment artifacts and the spatial rippling (see next
section, § 4), the PSF elongation was rotated 90 degrees to
be slightly broader in the dispersion direction. This rota-
tion eased the discrepancy between on-sky data and the white
light scans, and has qualitatively lessened the degree of the
spectral flux assignment artifacts. This is also demonstrated
by the reduction in the level of the arc lamp artifacts after the
detector replacement (Table 2). (The sky line measurements
are much noisier, but are consistent with no reduction in the
level of the flux artifacts.) However, it is still a stronger effect
than it was prior to 2012.

For observers concerned about the spectral flux assignment
artifacts, flux appears to be conserved, but additional system-
atic error at the level of a few percent of the peak emission
line flux (Table 2) may be a concern. In addition, the place-
ment of the artifacts, if they fall on a spectral feature of inter-
est, may impact science measurements. From our investiga-
tions, the ultimate cause is likely the method of assigning flux
to spaxels (e.g. the white light scans and rectification matri-
ces). Boehle et al. (2016b) show that the FWHM of individ-
ual bright emission lines in the 2D detector image vary by up
to a few tenths of a pixel in both the X and the Y direction
as a function of lenslet and wavelength. Thus to fully resolve
this issue, an implementation of a two-dimensional PSF es-
timation and spectral extraction algorithm may be necessary,
though the task is non-trivial. We would need a 2D estimate
of the PSF on the detector for every spaxel and wavelength
combination. However, as the internal structure of OSIRIS
is fixed, we can currently only sample the 1D LSF. Work is
underway to investigate whether existing measurements of
the 2D PSF variation in OSIRIS are adequate to improve im-
prove the spectral extraction. Alternatively, the CHARIS IFS
on Subaru utilizes a tunable laser to sample the 2D PSF at
all wavelengths (Brandt et al. 2017); something similar may
need to be installed on OSIRIS to implement a 2D flux ex-
traction algorithm.

4. SPATIAL RIPPLING

Individual spectral channel maps in the reduced OSIRIS
cubes show spatial rippling, or a pattern of brighter and
fainter spaxels unrelated to incident flux. The spatial rippling
is especially apparent for bright emission lines, is wavelength
dependent, and changes rapidly with wavelength. Figure 11,
left panels, shows an example of this rippling. Each panel
is a 2D cut at a single wavelength channel in a reduced arc
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Table 2. Flux Assignment artifacts

Absolute value of peak artifacts

Period Data type Modes No. of frames -1 spaxel +1 spaxel

2012–2015 arc Hbb/20; Kbb/35, 50, 100 6 7.2±3.7% 5.3±1.8%
2012–2015 sky Hbb/50; Kn3/20, 35, 50, 100 6 2.4±0.9% 3.0±1.0%
2016–present arc Kbb/20, 35, 50, 100 4 2.2±0.6% 5.9±0.5%
2016–present sky Jn2/35; Jbb/50; Hbb/50; Kbb/35, 50, 100 6 4.8±5.1% 6.1±2.1%
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Figure 11. A pattern of spatial rippling, best seen in bright emission line single-channel maps, is caused by the undersampled PSF in the
dispersion direction on the 2D frame. Left: Single channel maps from a reduced Kbb/50 mas arc lamp cube from December 2015. Selected
channels are chosen at the peak of several bright emission lines. Right: Pixel phase, or the position of the peak of the PSF in a given pixel, of
the emission lines (left) along the dispersion direction on the detector. Units are the absolute value of the pixel phase; lighter colors indicate a
more centered emission line, while darker colors indicate an emission line whose peak falls near the edge of a pixel.
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lamp cube. The three channels shown are each centered on a
bright emission line in this bandpass.

The rippling pattern is roughly consistent at a single spec-
tral channel across filters and pixel scales, with some mag-
nification, and stays roughly consistent with time. However,
the scale of the rippling, or the magnitude difference between
the bright and faint spaxels in the pattern, has changed with
time. In particular, it was much less evident before the grat-
ing upgrade in 2012.

The spatial rippling is caused by the subsampled PSF on
the detector. Figure 11, right panels, shows the pixel phase
of the bright emission lines in the corresponding left pan-
els. These pixel phases, or the position or centeredness of
the emission line PSF on a single pixel, are measured in the
dispersion direction on the 2D frame, with lighter colors rep-
resenting more centered emission lines.

The correspondence between the pixel phase of a given
emission line and its channel map is due to the narrowness
of the PSF on the detector. After the 2012 grating upgrade,
the focus on the detector was sharpened along the dispersion
direction, leading to a PSF that is subsampled in the disper-
sion direction. Emission lines that are centered on a pixel
have more of their flux assigned to a single spectral channel
in the reduced cube, while lines that fall at the edge of a pixel
have their light split across two channels. This leads to the
rippling in the reduced cube channel maps. Before the grat-
ing upgrade, the PSF was broader and was fully sampled by
the given pixel scale, so this rippling effect was not present.

The rippling pattern can affect science data, particularly
because the pattern changes rapidly. Figure 12 shows three
single channel maps, close in wavelength, across one arc
lamp emission line. Though the maps are separated by at
most 5 wavelength channels, the shift in the rippling pattern
is visible by eye. This change of pattern with wavelength in-
duces extra noise into the cube and may affect measurements
such as kinematics or channel maps.

While individual channel maps show a strong rippling pat-
tern, integrated line flux is conserved in data from most
epochs. However, data taken in the period from December
2012 to December 2015 is subject to a stronger spatial rip-
pling pattern that does not resolve after integrating over the
emission line. Figure 13 shows the peak and integrated line
flux of an OH sky line in frames taken in 2013 and in 2016. In
2016 (bottom panels), while the rippling pattern is evident in
single channel maps, the integrated line maps are smooth. On
the other hand, integrated emission line maps from 2013 data
(top panels) show spatial rippling in both the single channel
and in the integrated flux maps. The cause of the persistent
rippling seen in integrated flux maps from 2012 to 2015 is
likely due to differences in the PSF width as compared with
previous or later periods. The PSF in the dispersion direction
is slightly narrower in the period between December 2012

Figure 12. The spatial rippling patterns change from channel to
channel. Top: Channel maps across a single emission line, at the
peak of the line and at 2 wavelength channels away on either side.
The change in rippling pattern with wavelength is quite apparent,
particularly when comparing the right sections of the top and bottom
panels. Bottom: Vertical cuts across all three channel maps, taken
between columns 50 and 60 (columns have been median combined).
The cuts have been normalized for display. The vertical position of
the horizontal stripes in each channel are shifted by 1–2 rows with
respect to each other.

and December 2015 than in the current configuration; during
the 2016 detector upgrade, the PSF elongation was rotated
so as to be broadened slightly in the dispersion direction.
Correspondingly, during the period from December 2012 to
December 2015, the PSF perpendicular to the dispersion di-
rection was wider. The confluence of the flux assignment
algorithm issues plus the PSF subsampling likely caused the
rippling seen in the integrated flux maps.

In most data epochs, the spatial rippling issue is a nuisance
but does not generally affect science data or calibrations5. In-
tegrated line maps do not contain a residual rippling pattern,
though single channel maps may, if mapping a narrow emis-

5 Note that the wavelength solution is calculated using 2D data, as de-
scribed in § 7, and is thus unaffected by this rippling effect.
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Figure 13. Left: Single channel maps of a OH line (2.196 µm, channel 925) from a reduced Kbb/35 mas sky cube from May 2013 (top) and
May 2016 (bottom). Right: integrated flux over 10 channels (920–930).

sion line. If emission lines are intrinsically broadened, as
for some science cases, the lines may be sampled sufficiently
to produced smooth single channel maps without integration.
However, caution must be used in two cases. First, if the sky
emission is not subtracted using a separate sky frame, but
is instead extracted from a section of the science data cube,
the spatially varying rippling pattern will not subtract out and
will induce artifacts at the wavelengths of the sky lines. Sec-
ond, data taken between December 2012 and December 2015
containing narrow emission lines from resolved science tar-
gets will show this rippling pattern, even in integrated chan-
nel maps. Testing using the sky frames shown in figure 13
shows that the standard deviation of an integrated line map
relative to the median of the frame is 15% in 2013, versus
5% for the 2016 integrated line map.

5. COSMIC RAYS IN THE RECTIFICATION MATRICES

The publicly available rectification matrices suffer from in-
adequate cosmic ray removal in the corresponding white light
scans, which results in large flux spikes in the final reduced
data cubes (figure 14, bottom panel). These spikes occur
in just a few spectral channels in a few spaxels, but display
flux values up to 108 DN s−1 (both positively and negatively
signed), while the maximum real flux in a single spectral
channel in one spaxel of a 900 s sky frame is on the order
of 1 DN s−1. In addition, the saturation limit of the detector
is 33,000 DN (pre-2016) or 65,535 DN (2016–present), so
such high counts are unphysical.

Prior to 2015, the rectification matrices were created us-
ing a single white light scan at each position of the lenslet
column mask, disallowing cosmic ray removal by median
frame combination6. To remedy the inadequate cosmic ray
removal, new rectification matrices were created in 2015 us-
ing a set of three white light scans at each lenslet column
position. The scans at each lenslet column position are medi-
aned together to robustly remove cosmic rays (Randy Camp-
bell, private communication). The matrix made with the me-
dianed scans produces a data cube that is free from spikes un-
related to instrumental variation. Rectification matrices using
the median method were created for each OSIRIS mode in
2015, covering the period between December 2012 and De-
cember 2015, and are publicly available on the OSIRIS in-
strument website7. All new rectification matrices, including
for the period beginning in January 2016, are created using
this median scan method.

New white light scans and new rectification matrices are
created each time the instrument is modified and are unique
to its physical setup. Therefore, data taken prior to the phys-
ical configuration beginning in December 2012, when this

6 Single scans at each position were used because taking these scans is a
very time-consuming process. A scan must be taken for every lenslet col-
umn for each of the 88 filter and plate scale modes. In order to achieve an
adequate S/N, scans at the smaller plate scales and with some filters require
exposure times of up to 30s.

7 http://tkserver.keck.hawaii.edu/osiris/
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Figure 14. Old rectification matrices did not properly account for cosmic rays; these led to artifacts in the reduced data cubes. These artifacts
can be seen here in a reduced sky cube. Top: Channel map (single wavelength slice) from a reduced sky cube. The spaxel shown in the bottom
panel is boxed in blue. Other spaxels contaminated by improper cosmic ray removal in the rectification matrix are boxed in black. The color
stretch has been adjusted to show the negative residuals due to the improperly removed cosmic rays. Bottom: Section of the spectrum from
the reduced sky cube, at the position shown by the blue box in the top panel. In blue is the spectrum from the cube reduced using the old
rectification matrix, still contaminated by cosmic rays. In black is the same spectrum, reduced using the new rectification matrix that has been
corrected for cosmic rays. The dashed vertical line shows the spectral channel represented by the map at top.

issue was discovered, must be reduced using a rectification
matrix that still suffers from cosmic ray effects. Cosmic rays
are not easily removed from the original scans, as the real flux
peaks can be sharply peaked and sigma-clipping routines re-
move too much real flux. However, the rectification matrix
itself is simply a three-dimensional array and any cosmic rays
are easily identified and interpolated over.

6. BAD PIXEL MASK

We have determined that there are two types of bad pixels
that lead to artifacts in the reduced data cubes: bad pixels
on the detector (dead and hot pixels) and cosmic ray hits.
The number of bad pixels on the detector far outnumber the

typical number of cosmic rays in a 600 to 900 s exposure.8

Generally about 98 to 99% of bad pixels are static and about
1 to 2% are from cosmic rays. We developed a method for
identifying hot or dead pixels on the detector and have in-
cluded a script in the pipeline to apply the bad pixel mask to
raw data. We discuss below our method for identifying hot
and dead pixels.

Hot pixels are pixels on the detector that have higher than
normal counts compared to a typical pixel given the same

8 Hot pixels are expected to be less of a concern for the white light scans
used for the rectification matrices. The white light scan exposures are short;
the exposure time varies by mode, but is generally on order of a few seconds.
The white light lamps are also bright, and thus the hot pixels are expected to
be much fainter than the incident white light lamp flux. The cosmic rays are
removed from the white light exposures as outlined in § 5.
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Figure 15. Example of the hot pixel mask (left) generated from the
median dark frame (right). These hot pixels are significantly higher
compared to the median dark pixel value. Note that the discolored
pixels in the bottom left of the median dark frame are dead pixels
and are masked out in a separate step.

incoming flux. These pixels can lead to large artifacts in the
reduced data cube, reducing the overall signal to noise. These
are a source of systematic error in spectral features.

To detect hot pixels, we created a median of 5 darks with
900 s integration time from 2017 Sep 2. Using this median
dark, we identified pixels that significantly deviate from the
median value of pixels in the dark frame. We developed two
hot pixel masks, one with a threshold of 50σ above the me-
dian value and one with a threshold of 15σ above the median
value. At the 50σ, about 4000 hot pixels are detected (or
approximately 0.1% of total detector pixels), while at 15σ
about 10,000 hot pixels are detected (0.24%). The median
dark frame and a sample hot pixel mask are shown in fig-
ure 15.

We tested this mask by applying it to raw data. After reduc-
ing the data cube, we compared it to the cube created without
the mask. These tests show that the mask does indeed re-
duce the number of large single-pixel spikes in the final data
cubes. The tests also show that the bad pixel mask intro-
duces some artifacts. A large majority of these artifacts are
at a much lower level than the pixel values that exist when the
bad pixel mask is not applied. In general, the artifacts that are
removed are at least 10 times larger than the artifacts that are
created. In addition, using the bad pixel mask removes twice
as many artifacts as it creates. Overall, using the new bad
pixel mask reduces noise in reduced test data by roughly 5%.
This bad pixel mask can now be optionally applied by users
of the pipeline.

7. WAVELENGTH SOLUTION

The wavelength solution is used to assemble the wave-
length vector on a spaxel-by-spaxel basis; it converts a given
x-position on the detector to a wavelength in the assembled
data cube. The wavelength solution is determined empiri-
cally by calculating a third-order polynomial fit to the posi-
tions of arc lamp emission lines in each spaxel on the detector
image. This fit is then used when interpolating the detector
flux into wavelength space in the final reduced cube. In addi-

tion to calibration lamp measurements, corrections from in-
strumental effects such variations in the wavelength solution
with temperature are also applied to the wavelength solution
on each specific data cube.

Scientifically, accurate wavelength solutions are important
for high S/N radial velocity measurements. For example,
measurements of the orbits of binaries or stars at the Galac-
tic center requires an accurate wavelength solution to derive
physical properties such as the stellar mass or the mass of
the supermassive black hole (e.g. Boehle et al. 2016a). Cur-
rently, the accuracy of the wavelength solution in the Kn3
filter, where the Brγ line is located, is about 0.1Å, or 2 km/s
at Brγ. As a function of resolution, this is a roughly 3% error.

The advantage of a Nasmyth mounted instrument like
OSIRIS is that calibrations such as the wavelength solution
are generally very stable, even over a period of years, if
the instrument is unopened. However, when the instrument
is opened for servicing, the wavelength solution generally
needs to be rederived. The typical shift in the wavelength
solution after a cycle of warming, opening, servicing, and
cooling the instrument is 2–4 Å.

For example, in the most recent opening of OSIRIS for an
upgrade in mid-2017, OH emission lines were shifted by 2.8
Å from their expected wavelengths using test data taken in
the Kn3 35 mas mode. We analyzed and re-derived the wave-
length solution for affected data using a standard method in-
volving arc lamp emission line data. The new derived wave-
length solution is applicable for data taken after 2017 May
9.

To verify an improvement in the new wavelength solution,
we measured offsets between the new wavelength solution
and the known position of OH lines in sky frames. Five filters
(Kbb, Kn3, Kn1, Jn1, and Hn4) were examined as were two
scales (35 and 50 mas). Sky frames in all five filters were
used with the 50 mas scale, while two filters, Kbb and Kn3,
were also examined with the 35 mas scale.

For each sky frame, multiple bright OH lines were se-
lected. For each line, the measured wavelength in a given
sky frame was taken as the average value for the central 182
lenslets and the error is taken as the standard deviation across
the 182 lenslets. The results are shown in figure 16 as a
function of vacuum wavelength and reported in table 3. The
resulting offsets are suggestive of a scale dependency, with
the offsets measured in sky frames taken with the 35 mas
scale consistent with zero, while those with a scale of 50 mas
have a consistent offset between measured and vacuum wave-
length of ∼0.4 Å. This is most evident for the two filters, Kbb
and Kn3, tested in both scales.

In general, the wavelength solution has been re-derived
whenever the instrument has been opened for major servic-
ing. See table 4 for a listing of the available wavelength solu-
tions (though note that the DRP will automatically select the
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Figure 16. Wavelength dependence of the offset of measured OH
lines from vacuum wavelength for five broadband filters, after ap-
plying the new wavelength solution, valid for data taken 2017 May
9 or later.

Table 3. Wavelength Solution Offsets

Filter Scale λ Date Meana STD Num OH
(mas) (nm) (Å) (Å) Lines

Kbb 50 1965-2381 2017-08-12 0.327 0.127 7
Kbb 50 1965-2381 2017-08-12 0.320 0.136 7
Kbb 35 1965-2381 2017-05-18 0.020 0.153 7
Kn3 50 2121-2229 2017-09-02 0.413 0.112 5
Kn3 35 2121-2229 2017-05-17 0.053 0.125 5
Hn4 50 1652-1737 2017-07-17 0.357 0.199 5
Hn4 50 1652-1737 2017-07-17 0.345 0.176 5
Kn1 50 1955-2055 2017-08-12 0.337 0.194 3
Jn1 50 1174-1232 2017-08-12 0.443 0.093 3

aMean across all OH lines

appropriate wavelength solution to use based on the given
observation’s date). However, it is unclear if the wavelength
solution has always been verified or re-derived following an
instrument opening for minor servicing. Going forward, we
recommend verifying the accuracy of the wavelength solu-
tion after every instrument opening, even for minor service
work, and re-deriving it if necessary.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS

Many of the issues we’ve outlined here for the OSIRIS
DRP also have the potential to be of concern for data
pipelines for the next generation IFSs on extremely large
telescopes, such as IRIS (e.g. Larkin et al. 2016; Walth et al.
2016) on TMT. These upcoming spectrographs are in their

Table 4. Available Wavelength Solutions

Number Begin Date End Date

1 2005 Feb 22 2006 Feb 22

2 2006 Feb 23 2009 Oct 04

3 2009 Oct 05 2012 Jan 03

4 2012 Jan 04 2012 Nov 09

5 2012 Nov 10 2015 Dec 31

6 2016 Jan 01 2017 May 08

7 2017 May 09 2018 Mar 16

8 2018 Mar 16 present

planning phases and both operational daytime and nightime
calibrations need to be well-planned, as well as proper main-
tenance of the data reduction pipeline. We discuss some of
the lessons learned here and how they would apply to future
IFSs.

We have shown the potential risks of closely packed spec-
tra on the detector with sufficient blending in their PSFs. The
deconvolution of raw spectral data is non-trivial, especially
when spectra are spaced by a width similar to the FWHM in
the spatial direction. In this situation, a 1D spatial rectifica-
tion algorithm may work with ideal data, but can fall short
with real data. Flux may be misassigned (§ 3.1) or cause
artifacts in neighboring spaxels (§ 3.2). Ultimately, a 1D es-
timation of the spectral PSF in the spatial direction may not
be an accurate enough representation of real data, particu-
larly for point sources. A 2D estimation of the PSF for ev-
ery spaxel and wavelength may be necessary to fully resolve
this issue. The ability to calibrate the 2D spectral profile
of individual spaxels along the detector versus wavelength
would greatly benefit post-processing. Calibration routines
and analysis methods that explore this 2D spectral extraction
ability in next generation IFSs should be further explored.

A similar issue involves the PSF of a point source on the
detector in the spectral direction. Sharpening the instrumen-
tal PSF allows for higher spectral resolution in science ob-
servations, but can induce large-scale patterns. In § 4, we
showed that sharpening the spectral PSF to the point of un-
dersampling introduced a spatial rippling effect. This pat-
tern is most evident in single channel maps in reduced data
cubes, but when in combination with inadequate spatial recti-
fication, the same pattern can appear in integrated line maps,
leading to larger uncertainties in integrated line quantities.
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The optical design of the spectrograph should be optimized
with both spectral width and dispersion that best matches the
detector pixel size to perform a high signal-to-noise spectral
extraction. This means that the optical engineers need to con-
sider the spectral extraction routines during their layouts.

In § 5, we discussed the discovery of improper cosmic ray
removal in the rectification matrix calibration files. These
noisy spikes in the calibration files propagated through the
spectral extraction routine to the reduced science data prod-
ucts. Care should be taken to clean the calibration files as
thoroughly as science data before use.

A critical factor in our ability to diagnose and correct is-
sues is the availability of calibration data. We find that data
beyond the standard calibration data such as arc-lamp ob-
servations and white light scans were necessary in order to
assess some of the effects we observed:

• Single-column illuminated arc lamps are needed to
evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm that assigns
flux to individual spaxels

• Single-column illuminated sky observations are essen-
tial for evaluating whether there are relative shifts be-
tween the location of the spectra on the detector from
the white-light scans compared to on-sky data

• A number of sky observations across different filters
and plate scales are necessary to characterize the
wavelength solution

We recommend that observatories and instrument teams con-
sider the value of additional calibrations to maintain and im-
prove the data products. These calibration data are necessary
whenever the instrument hardware is modified and may also
be needed whenever the instrument is warmed and opened,
even if the major instrument components are unchanged.

9. CONCLUSIONS

We present the first characterization of the OSIRIS DRF
using on-sky and calibration data. Our study was begun in
response to issues observers had found in their reduced data.
As a result of the efforts detailed in this work, the following
improvements have been seen in reduced data:

• We showed that spatial flux assignment artifacts are a
result of a pupil mismatch with the 0.′′1 plate scale, and
demonstrated a technique to reduce these artifacts

• We found that the spectral flux assignment artifacts
are due to differences between the PSF of a point
source and that of the white light calibration data,
and were exacerbated by the narrowness of the PSF
in the dispersion direction. Due to this analysis, the
dispersion-direction PSF was broadened during a sub-
sequent hardware upgrade in 2016

• We found evidence of spatial rippling in individual
channel maps, due to PSF undersampling. In addition
to the spectral flux assignment artifacts, this was also
used as evidence to broaden the PSF during the 2016
hardware upgrade

• We demonstrated that large spikes in reduced data
cubes were due to uncorrected cosmic rays in calibra-
tion data. We retook the appropriate calibration data
when possible and released new rectification matrices
without cosmic ray contamination. We also imple-
mented procedures to remove cosmic ray contamina-
tion in future rectification matrices

• We showed that the vast majority of uncorrected “cos-
mic rays” in reduced data cubes were due to bad de-
tector pixels. We released a new bad pixel mask to
remove these in reduced data

• We found inconsistencies in the existing wavelength
solution and rederived it to better match on-sky data.
We implemented procedures to check the wavelength
solution more often going forward

Though OSIRIS has been a very productive instrument on
both Keck-I and Keck-II for over a decade, its DRP had never
been fully characterized using on-sky data. This is almost
entirely due to the complexity of the necessary analysis. Our
own experiences as members of the OSIRIS Pipeline Work-
ing Group showed that maintaining a pipeline of this size and
complexity requires a dedicated team of people familiar with
the hardware but focused on the software and on the quality
of the reduced data. While it’s unlikely that observatories,
focused on operations and hardware support, can maintain
such dedicated software teams, it’s vital for the software team
to work closely with the observatory instrument team. This
eases access to calibration data for the software team, reduces
duplicate efforts, and enables knowledge sharing. Finally,
though the Keck Observatory Archive9 and similar archives
offer superb access to years of on-sky data, calibration data
is generally not as well archived. However, these data are
necessary for this type of work, and it is especially useful to
have multiple years of consistent on-sky and calibration data
sets to compare.

Our work has implications for teams developing future
IFSs. The complexity of IFS raw data outputs means that
upcoming IFSs should consider the ease of data reduction
from the beginning with their projected spectral overlap, as
well as planning for calibration and processing algorithms.
Incorporating the lessons learned from the OSIRIS DRP will
greatly improve the ease of data reduction and resulting data
quality for future IFS instrumentation.

9 https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/koa/public/koa.php
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